
Raising funds in  the  UK to  support  the  rescue and care  for  
abandoned babies  in  Kenya

NEW LIFE HOME TRUST UK

WHO ARE WE?
New Life Home Trust UK (NLHT UK) are a UK-based charity supporting

the work of our partner charity NLHT in Kenya who rescue and care for

abandoned babies, some of whom are HIV positive.  

NLHT Kenya aims to find loving homes for them through adoption,

where possible in Kenya, but also internationally. There are four homes

for babies and children across Kenya, in Kisumu, Nairobi, Nakuru and

Nyeri, each of which we help to support financially. 

When you sponsor a cot, it allows us to keep cots open for many

abandoned babies across Kenya. Your donations help to cover the

costs of all the babies’ physical and emotional requirements, including

care, food, clothes, toys and medicine. 

OUR IMPACT
Babies at the Kenyan homes are

rescued from the slums,

abandoned, or taken into our

care for safety. 

Over the past 20 years NLHT have

rescued and cared for over 1,700

babies giving them all they need

to thrive until they can be

adopted or re-united with their

biological family.  

MISSION 
STATEMENT

GROWING UP...

Partner  with us  today and give  the gi f t  of  new l i fe :  
newli fehometrust .org.uk

 

RESCUE abandoned and 

other extremely 

vulnerable babies (0-6 

months old). 

 

Give high standards of 

CARE to the children in 

our Homes (spiritual, 

emotional, educational, 

physical, medical and 

social). 

 

PLACE the children into 

loving family situations 

(biological family 

reintegration, adoption or 

foster care).

Nearly all the babies have left  

NLHT before their 3rd birthday. 

Those who have not yet been 

adopted ‘graduate’ to our toddler 

home in Nakuru. 

If children have not been 

adopted before they are five we 

move them to “family homes” 

where they grow up in groups in 

a family unit.  


